area of the glacier from 1910 to present was determined by stratigraphic studies of the annual dirt
layers exposed in the walls of the central section of
the fissures (Fig. 3). These ice-wall investigations
also led to the discovery of deposits from previously
unknown eruptions on the island; pyroclastic deposits
from six separate volcanic events were found near
the bottom of the ice walls (Fig. 3). The discovery
of these eruptions corroborates the hypothesis, proposed after last year's studies (Klay and Orheim,
1969), that recent subglacial eruptions had occurred on the west side of the island. A 27-rn core was
obtained from the ablation area of glacier G 1. This
core, which at the time of writing is en route to the
laboratory and has not been examined in detail, contained a series of pyroclastic deposits, presumably
from the same eruptions as those recorded in the
fissure walls, plus an additional group of deposits
which are expected to correspond to an older series
of explosive eruptions.
A high geothermal heat flux had been expected on
the bay-facing side of the island because of the
scarcity of glaciers. A geothermal-gradient measurement made near the Argentine base in a 9-rn hole in
sandy silt below 1.5 m of frozen ground gave a value
of 0.6°C. rn-1 . This gradient corresponds to a heat
flow exceeding 10 x 10_6 cal cm-2 sec 1, an order of
magnitude higher than the global average.
Reference
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Petrology of the Deception Island
Volcano, Antarctica
CHARLES
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Deception Island is a large, composite volcano
that may have resembled Mount Shasta, California,
before it underwent caldera collapse. It probably
had a single, large central vent somewhere within
Port Foster (Fig. 1), and several parasitic cones.
After a catastrophic eruption and subsequent collapse, numerous small vents developed over a long
period of time along an annular fault system. The
volcano is still active, and there is no reason to doubt
July-August 1970

that this activity will continue; a new eruption might
possibly occur in the Whalers Bay area or even in
Fumarole Bay.
The island is composed predominantly of pyroclastics, with only minor amounts of highly viscous
lavas. Compositionally, most rocks seem to be basaltic
to andesitic, although almost all of them are glassy
or aphanitic. Porphyritic rocks are rare, and phaneritic rocks are virtually absent. Outcrops are scarce
and widely scattered; most of the island is covered
with glacial ice, cindery scree, or fluvioglacial material. Hawkes (1961) subdivided the volcanics into
a Pre-Caldera and a Post-Caldera Series, each consisting of several formations. His correlations were
done on the basis of stratigraphic sequence, and
geomorphic and petrographic similarity.
The purpose of the 1969-1970 investigations was
to collect samples of all rock units for detailed petrographic and chemical analyses, with emphasis on the
relationship of the recent volcanics to older materials.
Approximately 30 K-Ar analyses will be made,
primarily to provide absolute dates on whk a to base
the volcanic history of the island. Additionally, 24
Sr87 /Sr86 analyses will be made to aid in the interpretation of the petrogenesis of the volcanic rocks.
Laboratory work on rock materials is in the initial
stages.
The field work disclosed a number of important
features that had not been recognized by previous
workers or were erroneously interpreted. Among
these is the common occurrence of cut-and-fill structures on a wide range of scales, the most spectacular
of which is located southwest of the Argentine base.
Here, well-bedded, Post-Caldera lapilli agglomerate
is draped over and has buried a hill approximately
150 m high that is probably composed of Pre-Caldera
breccia and lapilli tuff. The agglomerate forms a
buttress unconformity and dips away from the hill
at an angle of repose of about 29°.
The writer disagrees with some of Hawkes' interpretations regarding probable vent sites. Notable
among these is Cathedral Crags, which Hawkes
believes to be a major vent. The Crags is composed
of massive, yellow lapilli breccia showing indistinct,
nearly horizontal stratification. The material is possibly an ash-flow deposit, or it may have resulted
from massive eruptions of the Krakatoan type, but
it does not show features characteristic of vent complexes. One outstanding example of a vent complex
lies north of the Argentine base just west of the
central part of Fumarole Bay. Here, all stages of
subsurface autobrecciation may be observed, from
almost massive igneous rock near the base to lapilli
tuff near the top; breccia intrusions of several types
are also present. Within the vent complex and elsewhere, thin (0.3-1 m) basalt dikes show sudden
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great upward expansion in thickness, producing bulbous masses filled with coarse scoria or autobreccia.
Reference
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Island. Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey. Scientific
Report No. 27. 43 p.

nowhere else on the island, were observed growing
in a fumarole area in the rift resulting from the 1969
eruption. The area where these plants grow was
buried under more than 15 m of glacier ice before
the eruption in February 1969. The spores must
therefore have been deposited there after this date.
Pollen analyses of airborne material collected from
glacial ice showed a large number and variety of
spores and pollen.

Glacial Geology on Deception Island
JEAN-ROLAND KLXY
Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University
Much of Deception Island is covered with a layer
of coarse-grained, porous ash and debris. This layer
contains less than 10 percent silt and clay. When the
ash layer exceeds a certain thickness, it acts as an efficient thermal insulator, despite the heat-absorbing
effect of its dark color. In addition, precipitation readily infiltrates the ash.
The ash layer helps conserve the morphological
features of the island, much of which is underlain by
permafrost 0.3-2 m thick under a layer of 30 cm or
more of loose ash. Average monthly temperatures vary
between +3'C. (January) and —6°C. (July). Water
melted on warm days (+6°C. air temperature, 4 to
5° higher at the ash surface) is insufficient to saturate
the ash layer and cause solifiuction, even on slopes of
20°.
On some glaciers, the lower portion of the ablation zone is covered with an ash and debris layer
that prevents normal ablation of the underlying ice.
This ash and debris cover is initiated at an apparently constant position—marked by an ash-covered ice ridge—for each glacier. The ridge contains
either annual layers or, on some glaciers, more
likely shear planes, dipping at angles of 40 to 50°
up-glacier. The upward movement of ice illustrated
by these planes is probably controlled by bedrock. Ash
and debris, deposited by wind or volcanic eruptions
above the zone of ridge formation, is washed downglacier by meltwater and is partly deposited in depressions behind the ridges, showing up later through
differential ablation as ash-covered ridges. The
ridges, impervious to rigorous ablation, persist and
move with the glacier.
Glacier retreats have formed a series of parallel,
crescentic, sometimes ice-cored, moraines, as in G 2
and G 4. Because of the high dirt content of the ice,
the moraines are of considerable size (G 2).
Mosses and some specimens of liverwort, found
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Geology of the Lassiter Coast*
PAUL L. WILLIAMS
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The Lassiter Coast is a mountainous borderland of
the Weddell Sea located at the south end of the
Antarctic Peninsula between 73° and 75°S. and
61° and 66°W. A combined British-American sledging party traversed the sea ice to Bowman Peninsula
in 1947-1948, but the mountains of the area were
unexplored until November 9, 1969, when two C-130
aircraft of VXE-6 landed a U.S. Geological Survey
party and established a Jamesway base camp at the
north end of the Latady Mountains at 74°27'S.
64°37'W. A third aircraft brought in the remainder
of supplies and personnel on November 18. The
eight-man party consisted of four geologists—Paul
L. Williams, party leader, Dwight L. Schmidt,
Charles C. Plummer, and Lawrence E. Brown; and
four topographic engineers—Eberhard G. Schirmacher, topographer in charge, James R. Heiser,
Jack L. Harry, and Frederick J . Geier. Mapping
commenced in the southern third of the area—the
Latady and Scaife Mountains. Reconnaissance geologic mapping was also extended northward to the
Rare Range and southwestward to the Wilkins and
Hauberg Mountains on the Orville Coast.
The rocks exposed in the area are principally
intensely folded marine sedimentary rocks and
younger plutonic rocks. The sedimentary rocks comprise a sequence of black siltstones, sandstones, and
shales, and minor tan quartzitic to arkosic sandstones, the total thickness of which is unknown but
is probably several thousand meters. The sedimentary
rocks contain a rich marine fauna and a fragmental

*Publication authorized by the Director, U.S. Geological
Survey.
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